How to search within a specific journal

First let’s go to the library home page. From The Normandale home page, click Library.

When you know the name of the journal you want to find, you can click the word “Journals” near the top of the page.
Type in the name of the journal you would like to find and hit search.

The results page will show the journal you searched for. Click on the title.

The results page will show you the various vendors that provide us with access to that journal. It will also show dates of coverage. In this case, the first link provides the most coverage since it has from 2001 to the most current issue.

Click “ProQuest Medical Database.”
You can browse specific issues by clicking dates in the left side column.

Or, to search, enter a keyword in the search bar and press enter.

Notice in the search bar it now has your keyword, plus a PUBID that tells the database to just search this journal.
Click the “modify search” link in order to edit your search, but make sure not to delete the PUBID or the number that follows it.

Most other databases work in a similar fashion when browsing and searching journals.

If you have any questions, ask a librarian!

http://www.normandale.edu/library/AskLibrarian.html